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Abstract: Access to surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) with

directional control excited by electrical means is important

for applications in (on-chip) nano-optoelectronic devices

and to circumvent limitations inherent to approacheswhere

SPPs are excited by optical means (e.g., diffraction limit).

This paper describes directional excitation of surface plas-

mon polaritons propagating along a plasmonic strip wave-

guide integrated with an aperiodic groove array electrically

driven by an Al–Al2O3–Au tunnel junction. The aperiodic

groove array consists of six grooves and is optimized to

specifically reflect the SPPs by 180° in the desired direction

(+x or −x) along the plasmonic strip waveguide. We used

constrained nonlinear optimization of the groove array

based on the sequential quadratic programming algorithms

coupled with finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simula-

tions to achieve the optimal structures. Leakage radiation

microscopy (Fourier and real plane imaging) shows that the

propagation direction of selectively only one SPP mode

(propagating along the metal–substrate interface) is

controlled. In our experiments, we achieved a directionality

(i.e., +x/−x ratio) of close to 8, and all of our experimental

findings are supported by detailed theoretical simulations.

Keywords: aperiodic groove array; electrical excitation;

plasmon launching; surface plasmon polaritons; tunnel

junction.

1 Introduction

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) confine electromag-

netic fields at dielectric–metal interfaces [1] and are

promising candidates for applications in subwavelength

imaging [2], sensing [3], and other areas in nanotechnology

[4–6], because of strong field enhancement and their

capability to overcome the diffraction limit [7]. Usually,

SPPs are excited by optical means using, for instance, la-

sers and prisms or simple gratings, but such approaches

using external light sources are diffraction limited and

normally do not provide control over the propagation di-

rection of the SPPs [8]. Directional excitation of SPPs by

optical means has been achieved in plasmonic structures

such as asymmetric (slot) nanoantennae [9, 10], aperiodic

gratings [11, 12], or Bragg mirrors [13]. For many applica-

tions, however, especially in nano-optoelectronics [14] or

sensing [15], directional control over the propagation of

SPPs excited by electrical means is needed. We demon-

strate, for the first time, unidirectional SPP excitation along

a plasmonic waveguide from an aperiodic groove array

(designed to reflect propagating SPPs by 180°) electrically

driven by a quantum mechanical tunnel junction.

It is well-known that SPPs and photons in free space

can be electrically excited via inelastic quantum mechan-

ical tunneling in metal–insulator–metal tunnel junctions

(MIM-TJs) [16–20]. Direct excitation of plasmons by

tunneling electrons is attractive because the process occurs

at tunneling time scales on the order of fs [21], which is

much faster than electron–hole recombination processes

(>1 ps) for photon generation [22]. Theoretical models pre-

dict internal excitation efficiencies of 10% [23], so far the

highest reported external efficiencies of SPPs and photons
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generated by MIM-TJs are 1–2% [20, 24]. These efficiencies

are high enough to drive and modulate optical antennae

[25–29]. Such systems have been used to demonstrate

directional light emission of photons in free space [30, 31],

but directional control over SPPs excited by MIM-TJs has

not been demonstrated. We note that MIM-TJs are

commercially available (e.g., magnetic tunnel junctions,

Josephson junctions, tunnel diodes, millimeter wave de-

tectors, or rectennas) [32–36] and can be scaled to sub-

hundred nanometers [37, 38]. The challenge is to outcouple

the highly confinedMIMSPPmode to a single interface SPP

mode that propagates along a dielectric–metal interface of

a plasmonicwaveguide because themomentumof theMIM

SPP is one order of magnitude larger than that of the single

interface SPPs [39–41].

Aperiodic groove arrays have been used for directional

launching of SPPs excited by incident laser light (often

along the surface normal) and make it possible to design

compact optical elements [11, 12]. The SPP mode interacts

with each groove resulting in interference with adjacent

grooves, and hence the directionality—the ratio of SPP

power flowing in the +x and −x directions—of the SPPs

increases with increasing the groove numbers [42, 43]. An

aperiodic grating consisting of 11 grooves with varying

depth and width was optimized by the simplex search

Nelder–Mead method and experimentally achieved the

directionality of 47 [12]. To simplify fabrication, metallic

groove array with the same depth but with different widths

of, and distances between, the grooves was designed by

gradient descent algorithm for the excitation of unidirec-

tional SPPs with a directionality up to 55 [11]. However,

such aperiodic structures have not been used as reflectors

to alter the propagation directional of the SPPs, as we show

here, by 180°-driven tunnel junctions.

This paper describes Al–Al2O3–Au junctions that were

fabricated on glass substrates connected to a plasmonic

strip waveguide. By controlling the thickness of the Al and

Au electrodes, the outcoupling of the MIM SPP mode, to

either the SPP mode propagating along the Au-glass,

SPPAu–glass, Au-air, SPPAu–air, and Al-air interface, SPPAl–air,

can be controlled. Unlike excitation by optical means,

high-order SPPAu–glass modes and one-dimensional edge

modes can be readily excited in tunnel junction due to the

large momentum of the tunneling charge carrier. We inte-

grated an aperiodic groove array (based on a new andmore

efficient inverse design approach [44] which is an algo-

rithmic technique to optimize optical structures) into the

plasmonic waveguide; this array acts as a mirror to reflect

the SPPAu–glass modes and, consequently, to control its

directionality. By tuning the applied bias, we achieved

voltage-dependent directionality of the excitation of the

SPPAu–glassmode with a maximum value of 7.59 ± 0.93. We

used finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to

calculate the SPPmodes excited by the tunnel junction and

found that the SPPAu–glassmodewas effectively reflected by

the aperiodic groove array. The achievement of directional

SPP excitation with electrically driven aperiodic groove

array mitigates the need for external bulky optical ele-

ments opening up a pathway for on-chip control over SPPs.

2 The design of the junctions

Figure 1a shows schematically the tunnel junction con-

sisting of a 90-nm-thick Al bottom electrode, 2–3 nmnative

Al2O3 tunnel barrier, and a 150-nm-thick Au top electrode

which also serves as the plasmonic strip waveguide. By

applying a bias across the tunnel junction, electrons

inelastically tunneling through the insulator exciting MIM

SPPs that are tightly confined within the metal–insulator–

metal cavity (inset in Figure 1a). In this design, the 150-nm-

thick top electrode is much (six times) thicker than the skin

depth of SPPs and effectively blocks outcoupling of the

MIMSPPmode to the SPPAu–airmodes [45]. The 90 nm thick

Al electrode is about five times thicker than the skin depth

of SPPs, and therefore we expect that the MIM SPP mode

can only outcouple at the “edges” of the junctions, as

indicated in Figure 1b, and excite the SPPAu–glass mode.

Figure 1a indicates that the SPPAl–air and SPPAu–air modes

also can be excited at the “corners” of the junction, albeit

with lower efficiency than the metal-glass SPP mode (see

below).

Figure 1 also indicates that SPPs propagating along the

Aumetal strip can propagate away from the junction along

the plasmonic strip waveguide in either −x (denoted as

SPP−Au–glass) or +x (SPP
+

Au–glass) directions, where x = 0 is

at the center of the junction. To realize unidirectionality,

we placed an aperiodic groove array consisting of six

grooves integrated into the Au waveguide to reflect the

SPP−Au–glass mode by 180° to the SPP+

Au–glass direction as

indicated in Figure 1a. Equation (1) defines the extinction

ratio Re to describe the directionality of SPPAu–glass prop-

agation, where P+ and P− represent the SPP power (in W)

flowing to the +x and −x directions.

Re �
P+

P−
(1)

The junction depicted in Figure 1a is inherently

asymmetric; therefore, we also fabricated a symmetrical

junction depicted in Figure 1c with two plasmonic Au strip

waveguides of equal length (3.5 μm) placed at opposite

sides of the junction. The aperiodic groove array was also
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placed in the −x direction and the thickness of the Al and

Au electrodes were 90 and 150 nm, respectively.

3 Optimization of the aperiodic

groove array

Tooptimize the performance of the aperiodic groove array to

reflect the SPPAu–glass, we used a constrained nonlinear

optimization algorithm (sequential quadratic programming,

SQP) combined with FDTD simulations (Section S1). Spe-

cifically, the objective of the optimization is to maximize

P+ by varying (w, d) = (wG1, wG2, wG3, wG4, wG5, wG6, dG1–G2,

dG2–G3, dG3–G4, dG4–G5, dG5–G6). Here, the SQP approach

guides the objective function at iteration j of the variables

(wj, dj) by a quasi-Newton’s optimization method with

Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions, then use theminimizer of

this subproblem to define a new iteration j+1 of the variables

(wj+1, dj+1). More details can be referred to the section S1 of

the supplementary part. For each of these objective func-

tions, the P+ value was determined with FDTD calculations

until a value of P+ was found that was higher than the pre-

vious iteration; this structurewith the high P+was then used

as the starting point for the next iteration. The aperiodic

groove array consists of rectangular-shaped building blocks

of equal height (since these structures are easier to fabricate

than grooves with varying heights). We used the following

constraints of the variables (w,d): the grooveheight=40nm,

the total length of the aperiodic array is <3 µm, and the

smallest size of the groove width is >50 nm to facilitate

fabrication. The step size for the values of (w, d) is 5 nm.

We used two-dimensional FDTD simulations to save

computing time as shown in Figure 2. In these simulations,

the aperiodic groove arraywas placed on theAuwaveguide

in the −x direction at a distance of 200 nm from the junc-

tion. The dimensions of the junctions (electrode and Al2O3

thicknesses) are the same, as shown in Figure 1. To match

the experimental geometry, we used a protruded Au

aperiodic groove array on top of the Au waveguide but

this does not affect the SPPAu–glass mode because of the

large thickness of the Au waveguide. The dipole source

(λ=900nm)waspositioned along the surface normal at the

right (x = −2.5 µm, z = 45 nm) or left (x = 2.5 µm, z = 45 nm)

edge, or center (x = 0 µm, z = 90 nm), of the junction. Two

power monitors were placed at a distance of 3.0 μm away

from the edges of the junction to monitor P− and P+ and we

used the average value of P+ from the three FDTD calcula-

tions with dipole source located in the three different

positions. For simplicity, we normalized P+ as P+

Norm by the

power P0 emitted by the dipole source embedded in the

insulator layer (defined in Equation S1).We found that after

30 iterations P+

Norm only increased marginally with sub-

sequent iterations and thereforewe stopped the calculation

Figure 1: (a) Schematic illustration of the metal–insulator–metal tunnel junction (MIM-TJ) (Al–Al2O3–Au) integrated with an aperiodic groove

array. Inset: energy-level diagram showing plasmon excitation by inelastic tunneling along with (b) the cross section of the junction.

(c) Schematic illustration of the MIM-TJ connected to two 3.5 µm long plasmonic strip waveguides of which on is equipped with an aperiodic

groove array.
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after 42 iterations when P+

Norm reached a value of 41.5

(Figure S2) for an aperiodic groove array with wG1 = 70 nm,

wG2 = 70 nm, wG3 = 165 nm, wG4 = 68 nm, wG5 = 730 nm,

wG6 = 95 nm, dG1–G2 = 160 nm, dG2–G3 = 160 nm, dG3–G4 =

780 nm, dG4–G5 = 160 nm, and dG5–G6 = 100 nm. This optimi-

zation process is rather efficient as other methods need at

least (N−1) × 50 iterations [11]. This method can be, in prin-

ciple, extended toother frequenciesbutwe limitedourselves

to λ = 900 nm since this is close to the maximum of the

emitted light from our junctions (see Figure 3c below).

Figure 2 summarizes the FDTD results. Figure 2a shows

that the MIM SPP mode is readily excited and propagates

along the MIM gap. In this case, the MIM SPP mode fades

before it reaches the edge of the junction at the right hand

side and therefore it can only outcouple at the left-hand

side edge of the junction. The Al and Au electrodes are

thick enough to effectively block direct outcoupling of the

MIM SPP mode to the metal–air SPP modes. Without

the aperiodic groove array, the SPPs propagate along the

waveguide in both directions where the value Re of the

SPPAu–glass mode is 0.30 because of absorption by Al and

the asymmetrical placement of the dipole (Figure 2a). In

sharp contrast, the simulations with the aperiodic groove

array placed in the −x direction (Figure 2b) shows that the

SPP−Au–glass is efficiently reflected into the +x direction due

to the resonance of the localized surface plasmons [11]

within the Au grooves (Figure 2c): the value of Re increases

from0.30 (i.e., small directionality toward the −x direction)

to 4.03 (i.e., large directionality to the +x direction). Sup-

porting Information movie 1 shows that the SPP−Au–glass
mode is reflected by 180° (which is also apparent from

Figure 2b). To prove that this SPP mode is effectively re-

flected, we also performed simulations with the aperiodic

groove array placed 2.2 µm away from the junction. Sup-

plementary material movies 2 shows that SPP−Au–glass
mode is indeed reflected by 180°.

Since inelastic tunneling occurs everywhere within the

junction area, we calculated the electric field profiles of the

SPPs in our optimization process by placing the dipole

source also at the center and the right-hand edge of the

junction (Figure 2d and e). Considering the incoherent

nature of inelastic electron tunneling, we simulated these

cases separately to avoid accidental interference of the

dipoles. With the dipole source placed at the center, the

MIM SPPs still couple to the metal-glass SPP modes

although dissipation of the MIM SPPs within the metal–

insulator–metal cavity reduces, as expected, the out-

coupling efficiency for the simulation with the dipole

located to close to the junction edge. The value of Re is only

7.15 because the field intensities in the aperiodic groove

array are low and thus the localized resonances required

inside the grooves are also of low intensity and therefore

the groove array does not operate well. With the dipole

placed at the right-hand edge of the junction, both the

Figure 2: Electric field profile of the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes from the metal–insulator–metal tunnel junctions (MIM-TJs)

(a) without and (b) with aperiodic groove array placed in the−xdirection,where a dipole sourcewas placed at the left edge of the junction. Blue

dash lines denote the positions of two monitors to record the power of SPP−Au–glass (P
−) and SPP+

Au–glass (P
+). (c) The enlarged electric field

distribution for the aperiodic groove array as indicated by the red rectangle in (b). Electric field profile of the SPPs from the MIM-TJs with

aperiodic groove array, where the dipole source was placed at the (d) center and (e) right edge of the junction. x = 0 is located at the center of

the junction.
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aperiodic groove array and the asymmetric placement of

the dipole contribute to the directionality of SPPAu–glass
resulting in a very large value of Re = 44.08. We averaged

the extinction ratios for the three specific dipole positions

and obtained an overall value of Re = 18.42 for the opti-

mized aperiodic groove array. This value is high consid-

ering the SPPAu–glass mode is reflected by 180°, a much

larger angle than what is usually used with optical exci-

tation (where the light source usually illuminates the

grooves under an angle of 90° or smaller).

Although the aperiodic groove array was optimized at

a single wavelength, it still can work over a broadband of

wavelengths because of the intrinsic broad band-gap of the

aperiodic grooves [46] and the broadening of the localized

resonance modes sustained by the grooves with different

widths, which, in turn, is also affected by the number of

grooves [11]. To evaluate the spectral response of the

aperiodic groove array and the effect of the number of

grooves on P+, we compared the normalized power of the

SPP+

Au–glass (P+

Norm, defined in Equation S1) and the

SPP−Au–glass (P
−

Norm) as a function of wavelength by adding

different groove numbers (3–6) onto the Au waveguide

(Figure 3a). The spectra were obtained by averaging the

normalized power of three simulations with the dipole

source located at the left- and right edge, and at the middle

of the junction (Figure S1). As the groove number increases,

P+

Norm gradually increases in intensity but this also nar-

rows the full width at half maximum to about 150 nmwhile

the MIM-TJs have rather a broad maximum around 900 nm

(Figure 3a). The P+

Norm value only increases 0.02 times at

λ = 900 nm when the groove number increases from 5 to 6.

To compromise between directionality, the total length of

the groove array, and the working bandwidth of the

aperiodic groove array, we choose an array of six grooves

as the SPPAu–glass reflector.

4 Electrical and optical

characterization of the junctions

To experimentally demonstrate the directional excitation

of the SPPAu–glass mode, we fabricated the junctions with

the aperiodic groove array positioned in the −x (denoted as

MIM-TJ−) or + x (MIM-TJ+) direction of the Au waveguide

and the symmetrical junction with the array in the −x di-

rection (Section S2). To ensure the mechanism of charge

transport across the junctions is quantum mechanical

tunneling, we measured the current density–voltage, J(V),

characteristics by applying a voltage bias V (in V) to the Al

electrode and grounding the Au electrode while measuring

the current density J (in μA/cm2) (Figure 3b, Section S3).

The junctions showed a typical exponential increase of Jwith

increasing V and positive parabolic behavior of the dI/dV

curves (inset in Figure 3b); these characteristics are associated

with off resonant tunneling [47, 48]. We further measured the

spectra of photons emitted from the symmetrical junctions

and confirmed that the spectra blue shift following the

quantum law hνphoton ≤ eΔV, and the photon emission in-

tensity increases with the applied bias (Figure 3c). These

Figure 3: (a) Normalized power of the

SPP+Au–glass and SPP−Au–glass as a function

ofwavelengthwith groove arrays consisting

of different numbers of grooves. (b) Current

density of the symmetrical junctions as a

function of the applied voltages. Inset

shows the differential conductance dI/dV of

the junctions. Error bars represent the

standard deviation determined from six

independent tunnel junctions. (c) Spectra

measured from the symmetrical junctions

at different applied biases. (d) Extinction

ratio of the SPPAu–glass under different

applied biases. Error bars denote the

standard deviation obtained from three

different tunnel junctions.
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characteristics are typically expected for tunnel junctions

where plasmons are excited by inelastic tunneling [20, 49].

Figure 4a–c shows the false-colored scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images of the MIM-TJ−, MIM-TJ+, and the

symmetrical junction, respectively. The groove widths of

the fabricated aperiodic groove array are slightly (16 nm)

larger than that of the theoretically optimized structures

which result in a reduction of the performance by a factor

of 0.44 at λ = 900 nm (Table 1, Figure S3b). The root

mean square (rms) surface roughness of the junctions

is 8.2 nm over an area of 1 × 1 μm2 (Figure S7–8); this

roughness facilitates the outcoupling of the MIM SPPs to

the SPPAu–glass [39] but has only a minor effect on the

propagating of the SPPAu–glass because the bottom surface

of the waveguide is determined by the glass substrate.

We used leakage radiation microscopy to characterize

the directionality of the plasmon modes from the tunnel

junctions. The real and back focal plane (BFP) images were

recorded while applying a bias to the junctions using an

inverted optical microscope following previously reported

methods [20]. Figure 4d–f shows the real plane images of

the MIM-TJ−, MIM-TJ+, and the symmetrical junction,

respectively, at V = −1.7 V. These images show that photon

emission primarily originates from the Al–Au edges of the

junction, along with some light scattering from the junc-

tion area due to defects induced by the surface roughness

of the electrode [41]. Owing to the randomness of the sur-

face roughness and the high confinement of the MIM SPPs,

the photons from the junction area are scattered into the

far-field over all angles, forming the background signal of

the BFP images [50]. From these observations, we conclude

that the Al electrode is indeed thick enough to significantly

block direct outcoupling of theMIMSPPmode and that this

mode primarily outcouples at the edges of the junctions.

We also observed light emitted from the ends of the Al and

Au strips because of the scattering of the propagating

SPPAu–glass and SPPAl–air modes. We note that photons are

rarely scattered from the aperiodic groove array, which can

be attributed to the low surface roughness of the grooves

(Rq = 0.96 nm, Figure S6b) and the weak discontinuity of

the permittivity surrounding the groove array (in sharp

contrast to the junction edges or the ends of the plasmonic

waveguides).

To analyze the SPP modes excited by the tunnel junc-

tions in more detail, we measured the corresponding BFP

images from these three junctions atV = −1.7 V (Figure 4g–i)

which clearly reveal the directionality of the SPPs char-

acterized by the bright arcs at the right-hand side of the

images. For the MIM-TJ−, we observe three bright arc

fringes with normalized wavevectors of k/k0 = 1.49, 1.35,

and 1.27 in the +kx direction of the BFP image, where k0 is

the vacuum wavevector. We attribute these modes to the

leakage of the higher-order SPPAu–glass modes as well as to

forward scattering at the end of the Au waveguide (Section

S5) [51–53]. Similar to the light emitted from the edge of the

nanowire [53], scattering of the SPPAu–glass at the end of the

Au waveguide propagates into the substrate with an inci-

dent angle of θ and projects its wavevector onto the Fourier

plane as k �

������

k2x + k2y

√

� nk0sinθ, where n is the refractive

index of the substrate. In addition, the weak arc at k/

k0 = 1.02 corresponds to the scattering of the SPPAu–air
mode at the end of the Au waveguide. Since the Au wave-

guide in the−xdirection connects toAupad andhas no end

of the waveguide for SPP scattering, we only observed one

weak fringe of the leakage of SPPAu–glasswith k/k0=−1.33 at

the −kx direction of the BFP image. Although we optimized

the aperiodic groove array for the reflection of SPPAu–glass
by 180° under normal incidence, the SPPAu–glassmodes can

propagate along varying angles in the x direction because

of the finite width of the Au waveguide. Therefore, these

SPPAu–glass modes detected by the BFP images result in an

arc feature with a wavevector of k �

������

k2x + k2y

√

. We extracted

the fringes from the two sides of the BFP images and ob-

tained an extinction ratio of Re = 12.53 using Equation (1)

(Section S7), which is comparable to the overall average

value of 18.42 calculated by FDTD simulations. Note that the

scattered photons from the junction edges and the junction

area diffuse into the background in the BFP images [41, 50].

Interestingly, a horizontal line with ky/k0 ≈ 1 and a

vertical linewith kx/k0 ≈ −1 were observed in the BFP image

(indicated by the ochre dashed arrows in Figure 4g). These

two straight lines originate from the conical edge diffrac-

tion of a one-dimensional SPPAl–air and SPPAu–air mode

propagating along the 90° edges of the Al and Au strip

waveguides, respectively, similar to observations reported

by Bouhelier and coworkers [54, 55]. These modes are

outcoupled from the top corners of the junction, as indi-

cated by the blue dash arrow in Figure 1a. Moreover, we

observed two bright arcs located at the upper and lower

side of the BFP image near the inner circle of k/k0 = 1

(indicated by the gray dashed arrows in Figure 4g). The

upper arc corresponds to the scattering of the SPPAl–air at

the boundary of the top surface of the Al waveguide, and

the lower arc is the scattering of the SPPAl–air at the end of

the Al waveguide [56].

For theMIM-TJ+, however, we only observe one distinct

leakage mode with k/k0 = 1.35 in the +kx side of the BFP

image (Figure 4h) because of the reflection of SPP+

Au–glass

by the aperiodic groove array. Compared with the BFP
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image of MIM-TJ−, the arc fringe located at k/k0 = 1.49

completely disappeared because only a fraction (18.6%

according to the simulations described earlier) of the

SPP+

Au–glass mode crosses the aperiodic groove array and

reaches the end of the waveguide. Moreover, since the

waveguide at the left-hand side is connected to the pad,

most of the SPP modes propagating to the −x direction,

including the SPP−Au–glass and the reflected SPP+

Au–glass,

dissipate due to absorption by Au. Therefore, we observed

similar intensities in the left and right sides of the BFP

image of the MIM-TJ+. Similarly, we obtained the Re = 1.20

based on the fringes onboth sides of the BFP images,which

is much lower than the value of the MIM-TJ+, Re = 12.53

because of the reflection of the SPPAu–glass mode by the

aperiodic groove array. Considering the asymmetry of the

junction and the inherent differences between the MIM-TJ+

and MIM-TJ−, we measured the BFP images of the sym-

metrical junction to directly quantify the directionality of

the SPP modes. Figure 4i shows the BFP image of the

symmetrical junction where the SPPAu–glass mode with

k/k0 = 1.49, 1.38, and 1.30 in the +kx direction is clearly

visible. In contrast, only oneweak fringe (k/k0 = 1.39) can be

observed in the −kx direction. In addition, the conical edge

diffraction (horizontal line, ky/k0 ≈ 1.0) and the boundary

scattering (upper arch) of the SPPAl–air propagating along

the top surface of Al waveguide are also visible. The three-

dimensional FDTD simulations (Section S6) confirm the

directional excitation of the SPPAu–glassmode resulting in an

asymmetrical BFP image (Figure 4j–l). Therefore, we

experimentally demonstrated that the aperiodic groove

array reflects the SPPAu–glass and, consequently, scattering

at the end of the waveguide is diminished.

Figure 4: (a)–(c) False-colored scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) images of themetal–insulator–metal tunnel junctions (MIM-TJ−, MIM-TJ+),

and the junction connecting two Au waveguides. (d)–(f) The corresponding real plane images, (g)–(i) the measured, and (j)–(l) simulated back

focal plane (BFP) images of the MIM-TJ−, MIM-TJ+, and the symmetrical junction under the applied bias of V = −1.7 V.
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5 Directionality of the SPPAu–glass

The MIM-TJs+ and MIM-TJs− made it possible to determine

that the SPPAu–glass mode was reflected by the aperiodic

groove array, but these junctions do not allow to experi-

mentally determine the directionality induced solely by the

aperiodic groove array due to other asymmetries present in

these structures. We obtained the extinction ratio Re of the

SPPAu–glass from the measured BFP images of the sym-

metrical junctions as shown in Figure 2d. The Re gradually

increases as we increased the applied bias because the

plasmon emission intensity increases and the maximum of

the broad spectra blue shift to λ=900nm. The value ofRe of

7.59 ± 0.93 at V = −1.6 V was obtained from three inde-

pendent junctions. This value is lower than the calculated

Re value of 18.42 due to losses induced by, e.g., surface

roughness of the electrodes, but also due to the fact that the

calculations only consider λ = 900 nm while the junctions

excite plasmons with varying frequencies. Compared with

a light-emitting diode (LED) based plasmon source equip-

ped with an asymmetrical grating (where photons reach

the grating along the surface normal) with directionality of

10 [57], our measured extinction ratio of Re ≈ 8 is consid-

erable because of the large momentum mismatch between

the MIM SPPmode and the single interface SPPmodes and

our grating reflects the SPPAu–glass mode by 180°.

6 Conclusion

In summary,we achieved directional SPP excitation fromAl–

Al2O3–Au tunnel junctions by integrating anaperiodic groove

array into Au waveguides. The tunnel junctions excite all

available modes including high-order SPPAu–glass, SPPAu–air,

SPPAl–air as well as one-dimensional edge mode that are

otherwise difficult to access by optical means. This electri-

cally driven aperiodic groove array designed by new and

efficient nonlinear optimization algorithms reflects the

SPPAu–glass mode by 180° with a maximum directionality

of Re = 7.59 ± 0.93. Although this value is smaller than

that typically obtained with optically driven gratings

(which are usually excited with narrowband sources,

such as, lasers), this value is remarkable given the

broadband nature of SPP excitation by planar tunnel

junctions. The directionality of SPPglass–Au from experi-

mental results is smaller than the simulated averaged

value of 18.42. Therefore, our results suggest that there is

plenty of room for improvements by narrowing the

spectral bandwidth of the plasmon source and reducing

the roughness of the electrode materials.

7 Methods

7.1 Numerical simulation

We used a seamless coupling Matlab-driven optimization mechanism

(constrained nonlinear optimization algorithms) connected with

Lumerical solver (FDTD solutions) to design and optimize the aperi-

odic groove array as explained in the main text and more details are

provided in Supplementary Section 1.

The numerical calculations of the electric field distributions were

performedusing two-dimensional FDTD simulationswithaMIM-TJwith

a 90-nm-thick and 5-μm-wide Al bottom electrode, 2-nm-thick Al2O3

layer, anda 150-nmthick, infinitely longAu topelectrode. Theoptimized

aperiodic groove array has the following dimensions: wG1 = 70 nm,

wG2 = 70 nm, wG3 = 165 nm, wG4 = 68 nm, wG5 = 730 nm, wG6 = 95 nm,

distance dG1–G2 = 160 nm, dG2–G3 = 160 nm, dG3–G4 = 780 nm, dG4–G5 =

160 nm, and dG5–G6 = 100 nm, and height h = 40 nm. This groove array

was placed at 200 nm from the left edge of the junction. The optical

properties of the Al and Au were taken from Palik’s handbook, the

reflective index of glass, Al2O3, and HSQ of the aperiodic groove array

were 1.52, 1.8, and 1.4, respectively [58]. A dipole was placed at three

specific positons (top center, left center, and right center of the insulator

layer) to excite the SPPmodes. Twomonitorswereplacedat 3.0 μmfrom

the two edgesof the junctions to record thepowerflows to+x (P+) and−x

(P−) directions. The results are shown in Figure 2.

The numerical calculations of the BFP images were performed

using the near field to far field transformation method. The near field

was obtained from the FDTD simulations where different SPP modes

were scatteredor leaked into the glass substrate at different angles.We

discarded the SPP modes with wavevectors k/k0 > NA = 1.49 and

focused the remaining modes into the image plane to form the BFP

images. The details of these calculations are provided in Supple-

mentary Sections S6, and the results are given in Figure 4.

7.2 Sample fabrication

The Au–Al2O3–Au tunnel junctions were fabricated on borosilicate

coverslips with a refractive index of 1.52 and a thickness of 0.17 mm.

The HSQ aperiodic groove array with a thickness of 40 nm was fabri-

cated using electron-beam lithography (JEOL, JBX-6300FS). Both the

Au and Al electrodes were also fabricated using electron-beam

lithography and followed by electron beam deposition (AJA Ebeam

Evaporator) and liftoff process. The details of the fabrication process

are provided in Supplementary Section 2.

7.3 Electrical characterization

The electrical characterization of the MIM-TJs was performed using a

source meter (Keithley 6430, Keithley Instruments) with a guard and

noise shield. The sourcemeter was controlled by home-made Labview

software to provide the applied voltage and record the corresponding

current.

7.4 Optical characterization

The optical characterization of the MIM-TJs was performed using a

wide-field inverted optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-E) with an oil
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objective (magnification ×100, numerical aperture NA = 1.49). An

Andor EMCCD (electron-multiplying charge coupled device, iXon Ul-

tra 897) was used for the real plane and BFP imaging, and an Andor

spectrometer (Shamrock 303i) was used for the spectral measure-

ments. We measured the spectra from the entire device including the

junction edges, junction area, and the edges of the waveguides,

through the glass substrate and the spectra have been corrected by the

quantum efficiency of our detector.
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